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Abdelrahman is the dream student any teacher could
ask for. He is a curious, reflective and self-motivated
learner who is interested in Arabic language and
culture. He has shown great academic achievement
in all his work. He is very organized and is always well
prepared for class and ready to participate
enthusiastically in all class activities. Despite his
knowledge of Egyptian Colloquial Arabic, he is very
sensitive to others in the class and is always patient
and ready when it comes to supporting fellow
students in pair or group work. His assignments are
exemplary and his respectful and responsible
demeanor distinguishes him from all other students.

Nicolas Reeves
CASA High Advanced Honors
Nicolas is a dedicated, hardworking, responsible and
serious fellow, who distinguished himself in the CASA
program. He takes responsibility for his own learning
and thus, demonstrated excellence in all his courses
with a smile on his face. He constantly seeks out
constructive feedback, in order to perfect his
language proficiency. A highly motivated student
who seizes each and every opportunity to enrich his
Arabic linguistic competency in syntax, lexicon and
rhetoric.

Indran Fernando
CASA High Advanced Honors
Indran is a talented, hardworking and motivated
student. He is one of the most exceptional students
we have encountered in the CASA program. He has
a keen interest in the Arabic language and a respect
for its culture. His cheerful nature and openness to
feedback provide him with major keys for growing
as a learner. He digs into the Arabic material to
enhance his language skills, is enthusiastic, and
raises sophisticated questions that urge his
classmates to engage in collaborative activities and
discussions. Indran discovered his great creative
writing talent throughout his CASA experience.

Phoebe Carter
CASA High Advanced Honors
Phoebe has shown excellent and inspiring literary
appreciation. She is a very good text analyst who has
shown great development throughout the whole
year. CASA has broadened her scope and made her
not only dream of being a literary translator, but also
an author, which is happening soon.

Rebekah Grafton
CASA High Advanced Honors
Rebekah is an exemplary CASA fellow, an active
participant in all class activities and discussions.
She is an excellent example of dedication,
performance, and has a strong yearning for deep
knowledge and is curious about and a lover of the
Arabic culture. Rebekah has overcome the accent and
her Arabic is flowing wonderfully, both MSA and
Colloquial.
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Abdelrahman Adham Alkady
MSA Elementary II Honors

Dhruv Mishra
ALIN/ALID High Elementary Honors
Dhruv is an enthusiastic, highly motivated and hard
working student, who started from scratch a few
months ago and achieved remarkable progress.

Lara Keogh
ALIN/ALID High Advanced Honors
Lara’s diligence and enthusiasm together with
impressive linguistic talents have contributed to the
significant progress she has made. Excelling in
Arabic has been her way of celebrating her
grandfather’s legacy, the great professor Dr. El-Said
Badawi (MHRIP)

Yasmine Mohamed Hassaan
AEG Reader of the Year
Yasmine is an avid reader. She brought several
supplementary reading books and articles to class
and practiced thoroughly for the reading tests.

Niyomukiza Thamar
AEG Student of the Year

Yahia Attia Elhazek
AEG Student of the Year
Yahia is receiving this award not only for remaining
dedicated to his work, but also for being very helpful
towards his fellow students, improving the
performance of his class as a whole.

Abdallah Ahmed Taha
IEP Reader of the Year
Abdallah has demonstrated the highest
achievement on multiple reading skills
assessment tasks, in-class reading activities, and
extensive reading outside class.

Mariam El Awadly
IEP Writer of the Year
Mariam’s essays were always a reflection of a mature
and creative mind that considered writing as a way of
expressing her ideas and feelings. What was most
impressive was that she loved writing and was never
afraid to take risks.

Bassel Abdelaty Abdeltawab
IEP Speaker of the Year
Bassel has demonstrated excellent oral
presentation skills, involving basic research skills,
implementing the basic steps of preparing oral
presentations, and achieving the highest grade
on the oral presentation task.
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Niyomukiza is receiving this award for her attested
capabilities towards working diligently and having a
good attitude despite any challenges she may have
faced.

Abdelrahman Mamdouh Oraby
0210 Highest Achiever
Writer of the Year
and Reader of the Year
Abdelrahman is an extremely conscientious student
who worked hard throughout the semester to
improve his skills in reading, writing, listening, and
public speaking. He was thoughtful and insightful
during class discussions and was always willing to
put in the extra effort to improve. His high scores are
proof of his diligence.

John Samy Soliman Hanna El Gallab
0210 Highest Achiever and
Speaker of the Year
John is an excellent presenter and public speaker.
He was able to take positive and negative feedback
in stride and rapidly mastered the fundamentals of
presenting. In his final presentation, John confidently
commanded the attention of his audience and
successfully implemented everything he had learned
throughout the semester.

Mariam Mahmoud Hossam El Din Nafeaa
0210 Reader of the Year
Mariam is an avid reader who does not waste a
chance to read a good book or any other type of
good reading. She often came with a book that she
was reading and shared her own reflections on that
book which were very insightful. She was the only
one in her class who read Fahrenheit 451, the
Common Reading Program’s selection for 2019. She
eloquently reported on it to her colleagues. The
impact of reading on her writing was very clear in the
profound way she developed her essays.

Miriam Ashraf Shenouda
CBL Service Award of the Year
Miriam has been serving the community of
Muqqatam through her volunteer work at the
school in this area. She has for years devoted time
and hard work to helping children learn English
and participate in extracurricular activities.. Miriam
has pursued this work with diligence and delight.
Her service has been undertaken with an open
heart, reflective mind, and generous spirit.

Salma Elsayed
CORE/SEMR Reflective Writer Award
Salma Elsayed writes with such detail, passion and
critique! Her writing reflects her grit and persistence
to keep learning through reading, critical debates
and discussions as well as ongoing, reflective thought.

Malak Tarek Khattab
CORE/SEMR Reflective Writer Award
Malak is a perfectionist; she works tirelessly to ensure
her writing is reflective, analytical and well
researched, often going back over it with deep
attention to detail until it is perfect.

Ahmed Hesham Dardir
CORE/SEMR Reflective Writer Award

Miran Sameh Harfoush
CORE/SEMR Reflective Writer Award
Miran reflects broadly on topics, and her writing
succinctly connects together examples from practice
with well thought out research, insights from class
speakers, group discussions and current news.

Miriam N. Roshdy
CORE/SEMR Reflective Writer Award
Miriam is a natural entertainer! She is strong-willed,
critical and empathetic and this is reflected in her
captivating writing.

Nour Mamdouh Nada
Pathways 2 Excellence in
Exploration Award
Nour has demonstrated outstanding
performance, scholarship, and exploration in a
major project.
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Ahmed Hesham is an exceptional writer; he is able to
intelligently weave together his own analytical
thoughts with a wide range of material, including
scholarly articles, podcasts and experiences from
class speakers, into interesting reading.

Hana Hassan Mohamed Khalil
FYRE Poster Award
Hana Khalil, an architecture student, investigated the
effect of restaurants’ interior designs on customers'
behavior through a 10 question survey to 100
people. Her results showed that the interior design
affects customers' emotions more than behaviors
and also affects the food quality and the service in
any restaurant.

Aya Hassan Elshenawy
FYRE Poster Award
Aya Elshenawy is awarded for the excellent work on
her research poster exploring Japanese sociobehavioural identity and personality.

Saif Bassem
FYRE Poster Award
Saif Bassem is awarded for the excellent work on his
research poster exploring the Japanese phenomenon
of “death by overwork.”

Karim ElHawary
FYRE Poster Award
Karim ElHawary is awarded for the excellent work on
his research poster investigating to what extent the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor was either a
masterstroke or sheer incompetence.

Passant Faheem
FYRE Poster Award
Passant Faheem is awarded for the excellent work on
her research poster exploring the degree of ethnic
homogeneity inherent in modern Japan.

Kenzy Zaki
FYRE Poster Award
Kenzy Zaki is awarded for the excellent work on her
research poster making comparison and contrast
between the practices and beliefs of Buddhist and
Christian monks.

Martina Muawad
CORE/SEMR Reflective Writer Award
Martina deeply engaged with questions this past
spring semester and wrote excellent response papers
in her Core Seminar class. She is a reflective writer
and thinker, contributing well to class discussions.

Karine A. Sorial
RHET/CORE Speaker of the Year

Sondos Moussa
RHET/CORE Speaker of the Year
Sondos’ final RHET 1020 presentation, entitled
"A Spring with No Flowers: A Study on Political
Resistance and its Aftermath in Egypt Post the
Arab Spring” clearly framed the debate and
highlighted key research elements. The speech
was outstanding because of the content and the
way that Sondos engaged her audience’s interest
through visuals, questions, stories, and relatable
examples. Her delivery style was confident and
seemingly effortless.

Aliaa Abdel Rahman
RHET 1020 Researcher of the Year
Aliaa’s RHET 1020 research, entitled "Resilience in
Victims of Child Abuse in the Middle East,"
reviewed current Western literature on child
abuse and applied these questions’ perspectives,
therapy, and resilience factors in the Middle East.
The research process was sound, but most
exceptional was the quality of the writing—she
produced an exceptional final paper with a clear,
original focus, effective source integration, clear
expression, and strong coherence and cohesion.

Maya Abouelnasr
RHET Creative Writer of the Year
Maya is an extremely creative writer who works hard
at the craft of fiction and nonfiction writing.
The essays that she wrote this spring for our RHET
3210 Life Narratives class were excellent and
enjoyable to read. As a writer, Maya was always
willing to 'take chances' in her writing especially
when experimented various subgenres of fiction
writing. It is expect that someday that Maya will be a
successfully published author!

Yumna A. Omar
Core 1010 Reflective Writer of the Year
Yumna's papers demonstrate profound intellectual
and emotional engagement with the text/s. Her
writing also shows thoughtful reflections and mature
reactions to the issues raised.
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Karine led an extraordinarily well prepared class
before the lockdown and continued to be an
articulate interlocutor in CORE discussions as well as
an excellent and respectful ambassador of student
suggestions and requests throughout this semester.

Nourhan Gamal Abdellatif
Core 1010 Reflective Writer of the Year

Abdullah Madny
MSA Intermediate Honors

Laila has shown a profound interest in writing, where
she moves very fluently from one sentence to the
other and from one idea to the next. Her ideas are
vivid and her details are colorful, all of which reflect
real life experiences. Accordingly, her contextualized
and extensive writing hooks the reader from the very
beginning.

Abdullah has shown great academic achievement in
all his work. Due to his devotion and hard work, he
has greatly improved in all language skills, especially
speaking Classical Arabic.

Wassim Joseph Alexan
AEG Writer of the Year

Razeem is a devoted and hard working student, who
is always working on improving his proficiency in all
language skills.

Wassim entered as a strong writer and was dedicated
to the 310 Writing Module throughout the semester,
leaving much stronger in organizing and expressing
thoughtful ideas

Jessica Mansi
0210 Writer of the Year

Noha Shafik Azer
AEG Writer of the Year

Ayten Yousri Mohamed Zaki El Sheikh
AEG Speaker of the Year
Ayten gave excellent and very notable oral
presentations which were very engaging for the class.

Yasmin Mansour Tawfiek
0210 Reader of the Year
Yasmin Mansour is an exceptional student.
She is an inquisitive learner and enthusiastic about
reading more than what is assigned in her coursework. She’s self-motivated and believes in lifelong
learning. She’s the type of student who always
searches for knowledge and strives for perfection. In
ENGL 0210 she was particularly interested in the
philosophy module to the extent that she chose a
very challenging topic for her oral presentation that
necessitated extensive research about the philosophy
of existence.

Hana T. Salama
FYRE Poster Award
Hana is awarded for her research poster investigating
the religious status of Shintoism.

Esraa El Gebaly
FYRE Poster Award
Esraa did a comparative study between AUC and
non-AUC graduates by surveying 80 graduates, by
interviewing 10 employers, and by observing 6
employees and 3 managers over the span of two
weeks. Her results showed the advantage of liberal
education over traditional educational systems.

Ahmed Ayad
FYRE Poster Award
Ahmed sought to find out some AUC students'
perceptions of private versus public higher education.
By surveying both students and alumni, he found
that the main appeal of private education was the
social life, the facilities and the services rather than
the long term goals such as future employability, job
security, and starting salary.

Lobna A. Doma
FYRE Poster Award
Lobna Aboudoma's research poster showed
excellence as she applied Durkheim's Model of
Suicide on suicides in Japan.

Nada Shabaka
RHET 1020 Researcher of the Year
Nada is a hard worker and a wonderful writer and
researcher. She wrote an excellent research paper,
and her attitude is always positive and professional.
She always participates in class discussions with
thoughtful remarks and she actively works on teams.

Noha worked extremely hard to overcome
challenges. She kept a positive attitude and was
actively engaged in class. Thoughtfulness was
consistently reflected in her writing.

Doaa Abdel Warath
AEG Speaker of the Year
Doaa enthusiastically applied the techniques both
in speaking and in listening. She selected important
and appealing topics for discussion and oral
presentations and provided insights in our
discussions.

Mariam Ragaie
0210 Speaker of the Year
Mariam is an excellent speaker who gave excellent
oral presentations. She was very self-confident,
enthusiastic, fluent, well prepared and organized.

Mahmoud M. Khalifa
CBL Service Award of the Year
Mahmoud has exceptionally demonstrated
passionate service, dependability, and excellent
planning and organization in serving the
community through his/her CBL project.

Meriam Botros
FYRE Poster Award
Meriam investigated the causes and effects of suicidal
thoughts of some university students by surveying
100 students and interviewing five students in depth.
Her results showed a significant number of students
suffering from suicidal thoughts while being reluctant
to talk about them. Among the causes she found were
physical/sexual abuse, PMS'ing, loss of beloved ones,
drug abuse, and family issues.

Jana A. Kabesh
FYRE Poster Award
Jana Kabesh is awarded for the excellence on her
research poster investigating Frank Lloyd Wright’s
relationship with Japanese architecture.
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Jessica is an excellent writer who has developed
content very well that reflects knowledge, maturity
and voice, excellent organization, a wide range of
vocabulary that is precisely used, excellent sentence
structure and language use, fluency and a distinctive
style.

Mostafa Awad
CORE/SEMR Reflective Writer Award
Mostafa was very insightful during class discussions.
His comments and remarks were enriching.
His critical thinking skills and analytical thinking skills
were reflected in his analysis papers and reflective
writing papers. He was also a very good researcher.

Habiba Shoukry
RHET 1010 Writer of the Year
Habiba Shoukry worked exceptionally hard in RHET
1010 which was reflected in her final paper that
convincingly advocated for AUC’s shift to a pass/fail
grading system. Habiba’s paper demonstrated her
ability to gracefully balance between her personal
voice and support from credible sources, all while
developing a strong argument on a topic about
which she was passionate. Her paper exemplifies
how Freshman Writing has the power to serve as an
act of true communication and engagement
with the world around us.
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Department

Razeem Kadvath
ALIN/ALID High Intermediate Honors

English Language Instruction

Laila El Sewedy
MSA Elementary I Honors

Arabic Language Instruction

Nourhan has been an excellent student in terms of
critical thinking. Her thoughtful remarks during class
discussions both in class and on Zoom during online
instruction have been enriching. She worked so hard
to submit a well written excellent reflective paper
and participate in a class debate with proper,
thoughtful, research-based arguments.

